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Polonious is the leading case management
system used by investigation teams worldwide.
Our system is packed with hundreds of features that allow you to increase
productivity and manage cases efficiently.

Improve
productivity
Polonious reduces the administration
and reporting time on cases. Improves
management by allocating work
based on skills, location and
certification, helping your team focus
more resource on fraud fighting.

Accessible
and adaptable
Polonious can be easily integrated with
leading fraud analytics platforms
through API’s, allowing you to build
your own business processes within the
software and makes gaining insight
and intelligence from cases easily
accessible.

Secure
Secure by design, Polonious is trusted
by banks, insurance companies and
large enterprises globally. Polonious
is ISO 27001 certified.

Ensure
compliance
We ensure your organisation is
managing its operations without
failing to meet internal or regulatory
compliance.

Improve process
management
Polonious is scalable allowing you to
manage internal and external
resources globally, while its modern
panel management improves
external supplier quality controls.

Remove IT delays
Polonious has a minimal draw on
your IT resources and is typically
up and running in two to three
months.

See how we can improve
productivity, ensure
compliance, increase
your ROI and and
remove your IT delays.
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